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Some time haS paSSed Since our Valentine’S day 
iSSue, and, of courSe, there are a lot of changeS. 
terrifying finance iS oVer, and year 2 StudentS 
(aS they told uS) now know what real happineSS 
iS… macro haS Started, making chaoS in headS 
of y1S. Spring haS arriVed, and we are jumping 
oVer the puddleS, blinking when looking at the 
bright Spring Sun and dreaming about holidayS. 
the new inSider iSSue alSo haS a lot of changeS. 
we renewed deSign and added one new column 
which recommendS a nice place to ViSit in the 
centre of riga. of courSe, the main topic iS dayS 
of opportunitieS, but, apart from SeriouS Stuff, 
we haVe a lot of fun Stuff to offer you.

aS alwayS, we want to thank all the people 
who helped uS to create thiS iSSue, and namely 
jelena, kriStina, maija, aiSte, liene, reinholdS 
and egle . we wiSh you bright Sun and creatiVe 
mood! alSo, Special thankS to the perSon who 
gaVe uS thiS wonderful picture for the coVer, 
anna kuStikoVa weilande.

think wider, and you are welcome to dayS of 
opportunitieS!

cheerS,

the inSider

morten’S column

acronymS haVe proliferated in recent yearS, not leaSt becauSe of the eu 
(european union) that haS alSo giVen riSe to Such oneS aS ecb (european central 
bank), eu15 (eu memberS StateS before the 2004 enlargement), nmS-8 (the 
new member StateS from eaStern europe) and, unbelieVably, ctboiS, which 
StandS for “cloSe to balance or in SurpluS” and iS uSed within Sgp, the Stability 
and growth pact of the emu, economic and monetary union .  

but there are many otherS, of courSe . g7, the group of SeVen rich induStrialized 
countrieS (uS, uk, france, canada, italy, germany and japan). ruSSia tried to 
Sneak in but only managed to make it g7+1 and now we haVe g20 inStead.   

ruSSia had much more SucceSS elSewhere: brazil , ruSSia, india, china – bric 
– the group of rapidly growing large emerging economieS. but whereaS bric 
StandS for (SometimeS) SucceSSful economieS, it iS rather different with pigS – 
portugal , italy, greece and Spain – the unreforming laggardS of the eurozone. 
SometimeS ireland iS added, making it piigS, but i think that iS unfair.  

of courSe thiS meant that i had to create my own acronym in order to become 
famouS but i haVen’t had much SucceSS with it yet. hungary, eStonia, latVia and 
poland waS my idea, and it Should end with a ‘!’ – whereaS hungary and latVia 
haVe played along eStonia and poland haVe been uncooperatiVe rendering, at 
leaSt for now, my acronym uSeleSS. but hope SpringS eternally!

acronymS   
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newS from the Sa

The 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympic Games are  
over. Latvia was the most successful from the Baltics 
with 2 silver medals, one by Martinš Dukurs in men’s 
skeleton and another by Juris Šics and Andris Šics 
in Double’ Luge. Estonia follows with 1 silver won by 
Kristina Šmigun-Vähi in ladies’ 10 km Free Cross-
Country Skiing. And then comes Lithuania, yeah, as 
Morten would say, “wish you better luck next time“

Continuing with information more related to SSE 
Riga, our basketball team had 4 games in February, 
and although they lost all four, the players made 
their best. The victory over BA School of Business 
and Finance (Banku augstskola) was close, 
but eventually the match ended with a score of 
74:76. Frisbee players had 7 games in February 
participating in Latvian National Frisbee Indoors 
Championship. The guys’ team managed to improve 
their best score of the season to 4:13; girls kept 13:2, 
so congratulations to them. Also, from 5th to 7th of 
March volleyball team took part in the International 
University Cup 2010. This competition showed us 
that we have a lot of things to improve, as the results 
were not satisfying.

To bring some good news, I would like to let you 
all know that from the beginning of March SSE 
Riga students will have a chance to go swimming 
in Ķīpsala for 2 LVL during weekdays from 07:00-
14:00.  

To sum up, I am extremely grateful that so many 
people have contributed to improve schools image 
on the sports arena. Still, I would like to encourage 
everyone to take advantage of the great possibilities 
provided by our school and advise you to lead a 
healthy lifestyle and do more sports!

NB (Sports.Com advises for March): more sports 
=> more energy for both studying and partying => 
double win

Madis Sulg, Sports.Com

the Student Association 

what ’S new?

SportS.com

Dear All, 

Almost three months have passed since the 
new SA started its work and soon it’s time for 
us to officially take over the board. We were 
given some time to prove ourselves, to get more 
familiar with the work our positions require. 
Looking back to the first board meetings I can 
proudly say that each of us has taken most out 
of ‘the trial period’ and developed much during 
that time. The goals for the new SA are clear 
and we will give our best to make them happen.  

Discounts in sports centres, feedback sessions 
and surveys for courses, new Mac in the lobby, 
lost and won battles against Wi-Fi, Yearbook 
assignments, Bloody Valentine – those are just 
a few cross-outs in our to-do list. New ideas 
and challenges are added to it and, day by day, 
the list gets longer. All we can do now is to wait 
for the last steps of the takeover process to be 
completed. After the final part (which they say 
is going to be legendary!) we are ready to give 
all to make your lives better, easier and more 
interesting than ever before.  

In the name of the new Student Association, 

Birgit Annus

Vice-President
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Board Game Club has successfully survived Finance 
and is back with the Table Football Tournament. It 
will begin on March 15, the deadline for application is 
March 13, 23:59. The next event in our minds is the 
tournament of Settlers of Catan, which is planned to 
happen sometime after Easter.

board game club

leif muten Society

Leif Mutén Society decided to reward the best 
performer in Financial Economics for the patience, 
persistence, hard work and ambitions demonstrated 
during the course. That is why LMS announced a 
scholarship of 500 EUR to a top score according to 
exam grades.

In April it is planned to organize general meeting and 
new board elections. As a rule, only members of LMS 
can apply for a position in the board. You can expect 
more detailed information about elections closer to 
April.

First of all, the first part of preliminary competition – 
CESIM business simulation - is over and Peak Time 
2010 participants are about to engage into the ‘green’ 
case study. When preparing it, McKinsey promised to 
surprise us. And they did. Let’s wait and see whether 
Peak Time participants will surprise them.

Secondly, Peak Time 2010 organizers are glad to 
announce that Soros Foundation has joined the 
ranks of financial supporters. Moreover, rumor has 
it – European Commission is planning to show their 
support for this year’s event as well. 

Finally, guest lecturers are now the hot topic on Peak 
Time plan-desk. Any preferences?

On 29th, 30th, and 31st of January SSE Riga 
Debate Society participated in Jacobs Open 
Tournament in Bremen, Germany. We were 
represented by two teams and one judge; one 
of the teams broke into semi-finals and took 8th 
place out of 24. Overall, the tournament was 
really much fun.

On 19th and 20th February our teams took part in 
Mykolas Romeris University IV hosted in Vilnius, 
Lithuania. It was much more successful for us, 
with 2 teams breaking into semifinals and taking 
4th and 5th places out of 32. SSE Riga graduate 
Arvydas Ziobakas together with an Estonian 
debater Anna Karolin won the tournament.

In the closest future we plan to participate in 
two more tournaments, one also held in Vilnius 
at the end of March, another one taking place 
in Kiev, Ukraine, at the beginning of May. Stay 
tuned!

Hey everybody, 

Another issue of “the Insider” is on SSE Riga 
tables. Quite a long period of time has already 
passed in the year 2010 and we have only 
around 4 months left till the end of this academic 
year! For Charity Club this means planning 
new events for the spring and summer periods; 
thus, we are looking for volunteers. We need 
a handful of people who like to participate in 
organizing of large events. If you are interested, 
just call us (+371 26545367) or approach us 
at the school. We will find something for you, 
from small practical tasks to connecting people, 
finding sponsors, etc. The main goal is to do 
good things together.

debate Society

charity club
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money, money, money...
the inVeStment game

The Investment Game ’10 has ended. It definitely 
hasn’t been an easy task to organize and to run 
the game, as we, the board of the Investment 
Fund, faced many challenges starting from fund 
raising and ending with programming. But, in the 
end, the game turned out to be rather successful, 
as the players were trading with never seen before 
enthusiasm to fight their way to the top. In this 
article we will provide a couple of insights on how 
it all happened.

The organizational side was problematic yet 
solvable and challenging yet rewarding. With the 
financial assistance of our sponsors, NASDAQ 
OMX Riga and Pivot Capital Management, and 
the helping hand and sincere devotion of so many 
people we managed to overcome all the obstacles. 

We also have to thank our fellow Year 1 students 
for their essential help in promoting the Investment 
Game. Before the official start of the game 
schools and universities around the Baltics were 
marked with the Investment Game’10 posters. 
Moreover, forums and Facebook pages were 
flooded with invitations to participate in the game 
(even a few bans could not stop the stream of 
promotion). Media coverage in the Baltics was 
ensured by NASDAQ OMX Riga, Delfi, Traders.
lt, and MarketNews. Therefore, when only a few 
seconds were left before the first orders, the board 
of iFund was calm. We only needed to set-up data 
feed, update the news, and upload weekly market 
overviews.

However, when the game had started, the initial 
calmness vanished quickly. Instead of seeing the 
stock market data running smoothly from our three 
data providers to the iGame server, there were certain 
complications with collecting data, and an interim 
station was needed to ensure that the markets actually 
worked. So for the first week a simple Acer laptop with 
SSE Riga Internet became a super-risky game server, 
and instead of “Hello” we started each and every day 
with, “Is everything okay with the data?” In addition, 
some programming skills were crucial for renewing all 
the tickers and keeping track of gazillions of numbers 
and codes,. Thus, the Chief Investment Game 
Organizer Dmitrijs became a full-time programmer for 
the first week’s nighttime. Although some interruptions 
in the data feed were inevitable, all the problems were 
eventually solved.

It was worrying and at the same time extremely 
entertaining to watch Dmitrijs anxiously calling the 
data providers, programmers and all the iFund board 
members around 20 times a day (at any time of the 
day – early in the morning or late at night) to get all the 
problems solved. As entertaining as it was, although 
some of the problems were inevitable and unexpected, 
the amazing thing was that he always got them solved 
in the shortest time possible.

Another extremely important issue was publishing 
market overviews. Luckily, with a sincere contribution 
from market overview teams, participants of the game 
were able to enjoy high-quality overviews of all markets 
present in the game. Also, this year the overviews 
section was complemented with stock picks that were
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positively welcomed by participants of the game. 
The idea was simple: each week there would be buy 
recommendations for one or two stocks for each 
market provided by a special team of Y1s. 

A couple of words should also be said about the game’s 
participants. Overall, there were 4500 players this year. 
Even though the number of players was smaller than 
last year, they were much more active – they spent 
more time in the game and made more orders than last 
year. Another interesting fact is that, unlike previous 
years, when Lithuanians represented the majority of 
players, Latvians were more active this year. We were 
also happy to see promotion in Sweden and Finland 
work out, as we saw quite a large number of Swedes 
and Finns playing the game.

It was also interesting to see the Estonian market being 
the most popular market throughout the whole game. 

This was due to the spectacular performance of 
the Tallinn Stock Exchange in January.

So this is pretty much all about the Investment 
Game ‘10. The closing ceremony will take place 
at the end of March, where we will award the 
game’s winners and the best Market Overview 
teams. It has been fun for us to organize the 
game, and we hope that the participants have 
enjoyed the game and have gained experience 
in trading and financial markets in general. We 
look forward to the next year’s Investment Game!

Small StorieS of a big 
corporation

Nokia 

Already during Year 1 (in 2005-2006) I’ve heard about 
working in Nokia Siemens Networks (later NSN) from 
some SSE Riga graduates who were employed by 
Nokia NET before the two giants merged in Telecom 
industry. It seemed to be a dream job because those 
guys were bouncing around the world in never ending 
business trips, and, not surprisingly, it really appealed 
to a young and curious person like me. Kristian, the 
head of Global CFO BE Deployment & Support team, 
has had a very special relationship with SSE Riga 
for many years: on the initiative of Kristian, Nokia 
continuously was a golden sponsor of PeakTime... 
During Peak Time 2008 an e-mail came from SSE 
Riga almost-graduate who was already employed by 

NSN. He wrote about an opportunity to have an 
interview and work for it. It was the day of Peak 
Time party, so at 3 a.m. or 4 a.m. I had a word 
with this guy and asked to add my name to the 
applicants list. Right after that - I can’t remember 
very well how, though - I managed to get home 
and proofread and send my CV (which I’m sure 
nobody ever opened), set an alarm clock (!), 
and at noon I had my interview with Kristian. 
Yes, certainly I was curious about this job, but 
it was so unexpected that I remained very calm 

Jevgenia, an SSE Riga graduate, has 
been working in Nokia for 2 years. She 
shared her experience of surviving in a big 
corporation and also gave some pieces of 
advice to our students.

Pavels Osipovs
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and relaxed. It was more a conversation with a 
potential employer when he tried to give a short 
introduction into the cryptic job lying ahead, and 
as a matter of fact I was asking more questions 
than talking about my ‘qualities and strengths’. 
We agreed that we will meet again in 1-1.5 
months when he’d be back to Riga again, and 
that was it. Next, we met in the middle of June 
(meanwhile I’ve asked about life in NSN), and I 
made up my mind. I was to start in September 
2008 after a long and lazy summer break.    

The begiNNiNg 

It was interesting and exciting to start working in 
NSN but at the same time quite difficult, I should 
admit. I had a long vacation right before the start 
and was in a very good and unstressed mood. 
Well, the unstressed mood has changed very 
fast. You would understand this when you start 
working in a multinational company for the first 
time.

CorporaTe slaNg 

First of all, they speak a different language 
- the corporate language of acronyms and 
abbreviations, and the only way to learn it is 
by working with it every day. The beginning is 
painful - you need to ask every second word 
from your colleagues to get the meaning of the 
sentence. And of course the job specifics add to 
this complexity - my department is dealing with 
Finance & Control Deployment & Support. This 
area is extremely technical, e.g. my position 
official name is: ERP F&C RPDM, Global CFO 
BE Deployment & Support. Also, internally we 

are referred to as RPMs, RCMs, RCOs, PDSs, Tier2, 
and so on... Maybe there are some other names to 
remember. Actually this is very normal for corporate 
language, but when it is your first experience of such 
kind, it is quite amusing & confusing to deep-dive.   

WeighT your Words 

The corporate world is very political. And it also 
depends on the region, I believe. From my experience, 
you have to weight every word, and what you say 
always depends on whom you are talking to. You 
really need to be careful in understanding where you 
are, spotting your colleagues ‘limits’. With some it is 
fine to say “sh*t” when you are emotional, but with 
some it is unacceptable. In a corporation you might 
work with a very diverse group of people, and it is fine 
to be open and informal, but what may seem to you 
‘normal and relaxed’, may be ridiculous and insulting 
to others. Believe me, there is no need to tell your 
line manager how much you’ve been partying during 
your first business trip and how many shots you had 
last night. People have very different views on these 
things, and even if your work is perfect, for some this 
may not always be enough. “Big brother” is watching 
you, even after office hours, especially if you are on a 
business trip and company invests into your enabling. 
They prefer to be sure that they are not wasting money, 
and you are taking it seriously.   

promises They Will Never fulfill 

During a job interview most probably you will be 
brainwashed about endless opportunities and bonuses 
that you will get - growth, benefits packages, etc. In 
reality, you will get only what is formalized and is 
quantitative in your job agreement. It will take you a 

career
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long and exhausting fight to implement the paragraphs 
with abstract definitions. It also depends on who you 
talk to during your interview, if it is the head of some 
global department, he or she might be just not familiar 
with your local legislation. Your local HR (which in 
many cases is dealing with anything else but people 
management), however, will find a way and justification 
to avoid materializing your promised paradise. This is 
not because they are evil, but because companies 
are saving money (especially nowadays), and in 
multinationals you have ‘guidelines and concepts’ that 
are implemented locally. Every concept has a limitation 
and a room for interpretation; and one should have 
guts to take a risk and interpret it in a way that will 
result in a higher expenditure for the company. It does 
not mean, though, that you should not give it a try - just 
keep your expectations realistic. And, of course, keep 
in mind that there are armies of fresh new graduates 
like you, and before getting a candy you need to prove 
that you are worth it. So this all makes your start much 
more complicated.   

a big big girl iN a big big World 

You are 21-23 when you graduate. And this is young for 
a corporation, really young. Of course, a lot of depends 
on a position you start with. Mine could be described 
as “an expert in internal processes”. Technically, one 
part of the job is to go to different countries and people 
(most of them are at least 10 years older than me) and 
train them how to do things correctly in the system of 
corporation. There is a sort of psychological barrier 
for some to be taught by someone as young as I am. 
And I really recommend you not to disclose your age 
to everyone. 

It is also normal that people make mistakes; and there 
might be cases when colleagues you are working with 
in a project are making mistakes which affect you. 
And there’s nobody else around but you to tell this. 

It may be sometimes painful to receive such 
feedback for a person who is more experienced 
than you. In my first project I had a case of such 
misunderstanding; it took me a lot of patience 
to mitigate the conflict and “swallow” comments 
about my age and experience, which other person 
made. And I am not the only one who has faced 
such a situation.   

more abouT respoNsibiliTies 

So, as I already said, I work in F&C Deployment 
and Support team. Since Nokia NET & Siemens 
COM merged in telecom industry, we align the 
two former companies to one Mode of Operation. 
There is a huge internal project ongoing, it is 
quite exciting to realize that you are directly 
participating in one of the greatest current 
Change Management projects in the world. One 
part of this Change Management process is 
ERP Deployment: primitively speaking, it takes 
money to maintain all those systems, and you 
minimize your IT costs significantly having only 
one type of software for ERP. This is not only 
about creating a correct tool modification, but also 
about training people, identifying local specifics 
and deviations from our prescribed global Mode 
of Operation; finding ways to satisfy local legal 
requirements, but at the same time also stay 
within our standards. This is what my team deals 
with. ERP team is like aliens coming and setting 
new standards, the local businesses follow the 
new way. That’s what makes me travel quite a lot. 
It is not always so easy, though, of course we try 
to cut travel costs and every cent that we spend 
is closely monitored, but it is unreasonable to do 
some tasks remotely so we try to find a way to 
spend the least but get the best outcome. I can 
tell you that I am still not so tired of traveling after 
1.5 years, but it is annoying to pack-and-repack 
too often, and searching for a new apartment 
every half year may be “slightly” stressful. But I 
am not complaining at all. I generally enjoy new 
places, I like meeting new people, I left a big 
piece of my heart in Budapest with new-found 
friends. And I should say that the work itself is 
quite interesting; my brain is always active and 
searching for solutions. I think I have also learned 
to be much more patient than I used to be. 

Our official sponsor 
of St. Valentine’s day 
party :)

Jevgenija Lakisova
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interView with
tāliS putniņš   

please, Tell us a feW Words abouT yourself 
for Those Who Were NoT aT The firsT fe 
leCTure WiTh you.

I was born in Adelaide, Australia. After finishing 
university there, I went to Royal Military College 
and graduated as General Service Officer. Then 
I moved to Sydney to study Finance further. I’ve 
been doing a Ph.D. there and also working  as 
a research assistant. After finishing my Ph.D., I 
moved to Riga.

Why did you deCide To sTudy fiNaNCe?

I was inspired by a high school teacher I had. The 
insights in economics and finance I gained from 
him both in the classroom and outside in various 
discussions really inspired me to study finance 
further. It was also after discussions with him that 
I started trading stocks. At that time I was too 
young to own stock on my own name. So I started 
trading on my dad’s name, and I was fascinated 
by a bunch of questions that I couldn’t answer and 
couldn’t understand, e.g., why do stocks have 
a certain price? Why does that price change? 
How does information that a person might have 
gets impounded into prices? Curiosity on those 
questions inspired me to study finance. 

AGE: 27
FAMILY STATUS: IN A RELATIONSHIP
FAVORITE BOOK: LEONARDO COHEN “THE SPICE BOX 
OF EARTH“
CANNOT SPEND A DAY WITHOUT: TIME HAVING MOVED 
FORWARD
I HAVE NEVER: SEEN SUCH A GLOSSY PIECE OF STU-
DENTS’ PRESS AS “THE INSIDER”
LANGUAGES SPOKEN: LATVIAN, ENGLISH
PARTYING VS. STUDYING: 20% / 80%
BLONDES VS. BRUNETTES: BLONDES

Tell us abouT your Work experieNCe

As an undergraduate I worked a bunch of students’ 
jobs just to get by, such as selling newspapers, 
selling ties, participating in drug trials for the Medical 
Department of my university. Then, as my studies 
progressed, I started doing research assistants and 
teaching assistant’s work, and I started to learn more 
about finance. This was my first time full-lectureship, 
but I’ve been lecturing different courses before in the 
University of Sydney and a couple of other research 
institutes around Sydney as well.

is There aNyThiNg speCial or uNique abouT 
sse riga sTudeNTs as Compared To ausTraliaN 
sTudeNTs?

In comparison, SSE Riga students are more motivated 
and hard-working. That makes it somewhat more 
interesting to interact. The sense of humor is very 
different there. 

conVerSation
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Tell us abouT your hobbies

One hobby I have is brewing beer. I own a small 
brewery in a small sea-side village, just a little bit south 
from Sydney. Another hobby of mine is restoring old, 
antique French cars. They are a rare thing in Australia, 
and there are not many around, but I’ve got three of 
them: old 1975 model Renault’s. I used to spend a 
lot of my weekends rebuilding engines and switching 
parts around to keep the cars in a running order. It was 
a great joy to drive these vehicles, now that they are 
so old and the engine is so primitive in the way it’s 
constructed, and yet it can still drive you out several 
hundred kilometers in the countryside. Also, in Sydney 
I sang in a small local ensemble and in a men’s choir, 
and I danced in a folk dancing group. Actually, I also 
lead a folk dancing group. We collected dancers from 
all around Australia to form a decent size group, and 
we were able to dance here during Dziesmu Svētki. 

your maiN values iN life? 

As the number one I’d put moral integrity, this idea of 
saying and doing what you know is right and what you 
know is morally the correct thing to do. Not what is 
the most comfortable or the most popular. That means 
often taking personal sacrifices to do what you believe 
is the most correct. Within that is the idea of honesty, 
even more, it is the moral courage of speaking out 
against things that are wrong, even though that is going 
to come at a personal cost. These things challenge 
you as you live your life and it is often not the most 
self-satisfying in the short run, but it is the principle by 
which you can sleep easily at night. 

WhaT Was The happiesT momeNT iN your life?

It was when I found out that I’d got a silver medal in 
Australian National Beer Competition; the happiest 
because it was the most surprising and shocking event 
in my life that I’d least expected. 

WhaT is The greaTesT ChalleNge you have faCed iN 
your life?

A significant challenge was before flying out for Latvia, 
after I packed my favorite 15kg of finance textbooks in 
my suitcase and was left with 5kg of luggage space, 
deciding what to put in those 5kg to be able to live 
in Latvia for a year. After arriving at SSE, I found that 
most of the hardcopy textbooks I brought with me JB 
(Jevgenijs Babaicevs) had as pdf. 

Where do you see yourself iN 10 years?

Probably doing research and teaching, these are the 
two things that I’m really quite passionate about. I’m 
not sure whether it will be in finance or some other 
area, but I’m fairly convinced that those two things I’ll 

be still doing in 10 years time. Other topics that 
interest me are the behavioral aspects of finance, 
even towards psychology, and understanding how 
peoples’ cognitive exhibit influence behavior and 
how that causes classical finance models to break 
down. Another field I could end up is brewery; you 
can do a Ph.D. in some brewery-related subjects, 
e.g., in Czech Republic, Germany, and the U.S. I 
would also like to raise a family.  

oNe imporTaNT lessoN you have learNed from 
your life experieNCe?

Not to pass up opportunities that you might pass 
up because you’re too risk averse to take on the 
challenge. Sometimes people are too scared of 
not succeeding, so they let the opportunity go 
by.  There’s nothing worse than the regret that 
sets in afterwards. The lesson I’ve learned is the 
following: don’t be scared to give it a shot, fail, try 
again, fail, and try again.

reCipe for a happy life?

inding your own passion in life, finding something 
that you really love above all other things, and, 
once you’ve found that thing, then throw yourself 
at it. To find your passion – travel the world, 
explore different fields of knowledge, take risks, 
take opportunities, give things a shot. I think 
people end up unhappy because they think too 
much about what society’s expectations of them 
are. Those types of people will end up not being 
happy about their lives because they are not 
maximizing their own expected utility function, but 
instead their parents or society’s imposed utility 
function.

your Wish To sse riga sTudeNTs.

My wish for each of you is to find your own 
passion and pursues it. SSE Riga students make 
a big point of party vs. study. You will know that 
you have found your passion in life when you can 
no longer tell the difference between these two 
things because your study/work is a party! 

Liene Grizāne

Madara Devko
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rihards bergs (y3)

CompaNy: GE Money Bank

posiTioN: Junior Analyst (at Risk Department)

maiN respoNsibiliTies: Providing secure 
processes of risk management

WhaT you liked: Work really helped me 
to develop my skills, to learn a lot of new 
things that one can learn during working, not 
studying.

WhaT you didN’T like: Attitude towards the 
employees was not friendly.

did you geT a salary: No

Free coffee machine: Yes

iN The lighT of ComiNg days of opporTuNiTies 
We deCided To ask year 2 aNd year 3 
sTudeNTs To share Their iNTerNship experieNCe 
WiTh us. aCTually, We also WaNTed To prove 
a hypoThesis ThaT if you have a free Coffee 
maChiNe aT your WorkplaCe,  There is also 
a high probabiliTy of geTTiNg a salary :) 
uNforTuNaTely, The resulTs Were mixed, so We 
did NoT draW aNy CoNClusioNs... aT leasT here 
are some suggesTioNs Where you CaN look for 
iNTerNships This summer! 

ZaNe kokiNa (y2)

CompaNy: Public Relations Agency PR Stils

posiTioN: Project Assistant

maiN respoNsibiliTies: I helped organizing 
PR campaigns, brainstormed in their creation, 
wrote an application project for EU Funds.

WhaT you liked: Colleagues, sense of 
responsibility and the given credit of trust.

WhaT you didN’T like: hmm... don’t know, 
probably the mistakes I made due to my lack of 
experience.

did you geT a salary: Yes

free Coffee maChiNe: Yes

akvile dudulyTe (y2)

CompaNy : Lietuvos draudimas (Insurance of 
Lithuania)

posiTioN: Intern at Marketing Communication 
Department

maiN respoNsibiliTies: I worked with the customer 
loyalty program and was responsible for the 
company’s advertising program on Facebook. I was 
also responsible for the company’s brand image in 
the 5 point-of-sales.

WhaT you liked: I participated in the autumn 
marketing strategy brainstorms and presentations 
and had extremely nice colleagues, and now I 
really miss our lunch breaks, chats, birthdays’ 
celebrations, and friendly atmosphere in the office. 
Moreover, I was very excited to wear formal dresses 
each end every day in the office.

WhaT you didN’T like:  Being used to extremely 
busy and efficient SSE Riga working style, 
sometimes I just felt that I had too little work to do. I 
also didn’t like that my working day started at 8:00 in 
the morning

did you geT a salary: Unfortunately, no

free Coffee maChiNe: Yes

internShipS

liva gudule (y2)

CompaNy :  Marketing and design “Mandarins”

posiTioN:  Project Manager’s Assistant

maiN respoNsibiliTies: Developing a strategy for 
a marketing project, creating offers for potential 
clients.

WhaT you liked: I was able to do some “real stuff”, 
which included creativity. Another plus was that I 
was able to choose when and where to work as long 
as I did the work till the deadline.

WhaT you didN’T like: I was left with a feeling that, 
as I came from this school, managers trusted and 
believed me to an extend that did not provide me 
with enough instructions and directions for my tasks. 
Thus, sometimes I felt more like a manager, not his 
assistant.

did you geT a salary: No

free Coffee maChiNe: Yes

Maija Marincenko
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Are you looking for a fun way to discover exciting 
places in Riga, Latvia (or any other country) or simply 
spend a good weekend? Then Geocaching (“jee-oh-
cash-ing”) is the right thing for you. It is a modern day 
treasure hunting game which uses the coordinates of a 
GPS signal and clues to find a hidden cache. The rule 
is that non-cachers must not notice you, so discretion 
is always appropriate.

According to Wikipedia, the first type of such a 
cache was hidden on May 3, 2000 by Dave Ulmer 
of Beavercreak, Oregon. Today there are more than 
950 000 active caches in over 100 countries and all 
7 continents (including Antarctica) and hundreds of 
caches in Latvia. To understand why geocaching has 
become so popular the process has to be enjoyed in 
life, so reading an article can only give a glimpse of 
what it is. I would describe it from the perspective of an 
explorer who is thrilled by the act of discovery and the 
experience itself. Nowadays when there are few white 
spots on earth, and average citizen is comfortably 
cruising his well-known roads, it is a great pleasure to 
tread the paths that you did not even expect to exist.

Geocaching can be divided into urban and countryside 
type each having its charm. The urban caching is as 
the name suggests happening in cities and  caches 
are often placed near memorable places and tourist 
attractions. For example, Riga has caches located near 
the National Opera, the Dome church, and also on the 
Vanšu bridge. In contrast to these, there are  caches 
that bring you to city parts that you normally would not 
wander in as a tourist. The best time for caches is late 
evening or night when there are less people around 
as sometimes obtaining the cache requires actions 
which would, mildly saying, look suspicious. The 
countryside caching also has  caches in great places: 
near notable natural and architectural sites. The great 
thing is that almost every cache has a story behing it, 
the reason why it is placed there. For instance, some 
are in memory of places where famous battles took 
place, such as the Christmas battle of WW1. Without 
a cache a person not acquainted with history would 
probably never imagine visiting this place (of course, 
except for primary school excursion). Some geocahing 
trips also include collecting and disposing of litter and 
waste found, and the game itself has a generally green 
attitude towards nature. The cacher leaves the place 
as he found it or even better – cleaner than before.

The game is also about friendship and respect for 
other people. Players are themselves sponsible for the 
actions they take and for preservation of  caches. 

If you have read this far you most probably wonder 
how exactly you start geocaching. To find your 
first cache you need to have its coordinates and 
maybe a hint to help you in case you face difficulty 
(the nearest cache is one block away from SSE 
Riga). The biggest and probably best website for 
caching is www.geocaching.com which includes 
the coordinates and also help for beginners. The 
GPS devices can be quite expensive, so at first 
you can simply look up the cache on the google 
maps, reaching the approximate destination is 
often sufficient to find the cache. Using a mobile 
phone with a built in GPS device is also a good 
options. Probably this article does not do justice 
to the real fun of the process. So don’t just sit 
there and think about how it could be, but go out 
and find your first cache.

A typical place to find a cache

Reinholds Pirags

geocaching
hobbieS
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Erasmus in thE City of Light

You get a place in the Erasmus Exchange 
Program and you are lucky enough to go to 
Paris. You prepare for the trip for five months and 
you really hope that you will feel special in this 
city (well, come on, it’s Paris!). Then you arrive 
there, but the feeling that you were waiting for 
doesn’t come.  You are worried and you repeat 
to yourself, “Maia, it’s Paris, feel something!”, 
but you don’t.  And then there is this ordinary 
day when you go out from the apartment, and 
probably you are on the way to your university; 
you feel very comfortable in your shoes; you 
have your walkman; you have some plans for the 
evening; you look on the pavement, look around, 
look in the sky; you take a deep breath; you smile; 
and you realize that you love Paris… 

The first part of our semester my friend Egle 
called the ”cultural one”. She bought a good Paris 
guide, and I had a list of 100 places that I wanted 
to see. Every day we discovered different parts 
of the city and its suburbs. I highlighted visited 
places in my list, Egle put ticks in her to-do-list. 
We went to university three days per week, and 
all other days we wandered around the city. Paris 
is unquestionably beautiful with a crazy amount 
of things to offer. I admit that I still did not manage 
to see everything I wanted.

Well, I wrote two paragraphs about my feelings and 
the city and did not say a word about the studies, 
which were of course the aim of the program 
(at least formally). Paris Graduate School of 
Management gave an opportunity to choose any 
course from a very long list of subjects. Though 
the workload is smaller than in our Alma Mater, 
the subjects are still interesting and useful. I 
became fascinated by the culture and economics 
of Asian countries, learnt fancy things about 
tourism industry, improved my economics skills. 
A very good thing about PGSM is that maximum 
amount of people in every class is 30, and, as a 
result, teachers get to know you well. I received 
invaluable advice and recommendations from my 
professors. 

On the first week of November we had our mid-
terms, which came quite unexpectedly. And 
starting from the 7th of November the second 
part of our semester started. I call this part “real 
Erasmus”. We had many guests from Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania visiting us. With our friends 

we discovered new restaurants, museums, pubs & 
clubs, small streets, big boulevards, markets, and 
paradise shops. Emotions were overwhelming every 
day. Friday was not such a special day any more. 
Mondays, Tuesdays, Sundays were as bright and 
active as any Friday or Saturday! We woke up in the 
morning in our small but cozy studio with the view on 
the Eiffel Tower, drank coffee, and hurried to meet 
another happy day.

In this city I met Rihanna, spoke the most romantic 
language in the world, ate the tastiest food, met the 
most interesting people, had the best heartwarming 
evenings, shook the hand of Vivienne Westwood’s 
son, saw the works of the most talented artists, had 
the longest walks, danced till the morning light, had the 
time of my life… Even music in my walkman sounded 
special in Paris.

I am grateful to SSE Riga for giving me this lucky ticket, 
to my friends and family with whom I started to love the 
city, to Egle, Inga, Lena for experiencing all this with 
me, to new people whom I met there.

Just to conclude, I am not the same after my Erasmus. 
Now I know where I want to live ;)

Maia Sokolova

abroad
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theSe mySteriouS exchange 
StudentS...

It’s not a global generalization, but on the whole I think 
that Latvian people are less polite than French. I didn’t 
expect this, but sometimes I am shocked because 
people don’t say thank you, while in France for the 
same situation people generally thank.

alexaNdre CorNeZ:

Before coming here I thought I would have a problem 
with the food. Eventually, I found out that if here isn’t 
such a wide choice we have in France, I must admit I’m 
relieved, here is nearly everything I need to survive. 
But, there are still some stuff missing, especially the 
meat, there is no butcher :’(. I don’t mention the butcher 
in the supermarket, it’s so bad.

sse rigaNiaNs say abouT fraNCe ThaT...

... all freNCh people driNk WiNe Three Times a day 
(agreed 15 people ouT of 22):  

pierre louis kieffer: To my mind it is a little 
exaggeration, but on the whole it is true that 
French people drink wine during their meal. It is 
generally agreed that a meal is not a good meal 
without a good wine! I think it would be better to 
say that French people drink wine one or two 
times a day. In any case it cannot be three times, 
as French people don’t drink wine at breakfast! 
Not a lot of people drink wine in Latvia, so it is a 
drawback for us!

alexaNdre CorNeZ: Well, it’s true that we have 
good wine, and it’s also true that a good wine is 
good to accompany a good meal. But definitely 
not three times a day, to my mind French people 
use to drink wine in some big occasion or during 
important meals. For instance, usually I don’t drink 
wine more than 3 or 4 times a month on average, 
and it’s the same in my circle (friends and family).

... every freNCh WomaN has aN exCelleNT TasTe 
iN fashioN (agreed 10 ouT of 22):  

pierre louis kieffer: It’s really funny to see 
what you think about us! It’s difficult to provide a 
good answer for this question, but I’m convinced 
that France is associated with fashion and “haute 
couture”. As a result, if you live in France, you 
have more opportunities to buy clothes coming 
from well known French designers. Therefore, 
it’s easier for us to have the “excellent” taste in 
fashion. Finally, a fact that a lot of luxury brands 
come from France helps in this way.

alexaNdre CorNeZ: Yeah! Well I’m not a 
professional, because I’m not a woman :). But 
I think they have an excellent taste in fashion 
indeed.

... all freNCh haTe eNglishmeN (agreed 17 
ouT of 22):  

pierre louis kieffer: I think this assumption is 
totally wrong, we can’t say that. I’m sure without 
any doubts that there are French people who hate 
Englishmen (and vice-versa) due to historical 
events, but we can’t made a gross generalization.  

alexaNdre CorNeZ: I don’t think so. There are 
always people who don’t like strangers, but I’ve 
never heard of that. Perhaps in the past? 

freNCh sTudeNTs:

pierre louis kieffer:

I did not expect that 
Latvians  drink milk 
during the lunchtime! 
For French people milk 
is associated with breakfast and with sweet food, so 
this practice seems strange for us.

exchange
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polish sTudeNTs:

esTera riNk aNd agNiesZka borkoWska:

Before we came here we thought that it would be 
extremely cold, probably because of the proximity 
to Russia. However, the weather turned out to be 
similar to the weather in Poland.

We’ve heard that there are no night buses here, 
and at night you have no other option than to take 
a taxi and taxi drivers are said to be cheating. We 
haven’t check whether there are any night buses, 
but we definitely know that drivers are cheating.

According to the latest economic situation, we’ve 
heard that Latvia suffered a lot during the crisis. 
Well, we don’t think that the current situation is 
really that bad or maybe we haven’t noticed that 
yet.                                                                                                         

We’ve read that the clubs are very expensive. In reality 
prices are very similar to those in Poland.

Latvian people are very friendly (well, apart from old 
ladies in the buses, but I guess that it is the same 
everywhere).

It’s amazing that many people here are multi-lingual 
e.g. they speak Latvian, Russian, and English without 
any problems.

sse rigaNiaNs say abouT polaNd ThaT...

... iN polaNd There are very bad roads (agreed 15 
ouT of 22):

aNsWer: That’s true, most of the roads in Poland are 
terrible, however they’re improving and re-building 
them now because of Euro 2012, so hopefully situation 
will be better soon.

... priCes are muCh Cheaper iN polaNd (agreed 17 
ouT of 22):

aNsWer: It depends. For example, prices in France 
or Germany are higher, but they also earn more than 
Poles. We have some products that are generally 
cheap, for instance, vodka or meat is much cheaper 
than in the UK, but most of the prices are comparable 
to Latvian ones.

... all poles drive really small Cars (agreed 9 ouT 
of 22):

aNsWer: Heh, this one probably comes from the fact 
that we used to produce small car Fiat 126p. And 
because it was produced in our country it was cheap, 
so most of people drove that car then. Now, we drive 
all sorts of cars, like any other nation in the world.

kyrgyZ sTudeNTs:

CholpoN madylova:

At first I thought that nobody speaks Russian in the 
Baltic countries. But it turned out that there are quite 
a lot of Russian speaking people in Riga and SSE, 
including Lithuanians and Latvians. Every second 
person in Riga speaks Russian. 

I thought that food and transport are very expensive 
here. And it is true, food here is 2-3 times more 
expensive than in Kyrgyzstan (except alcohol drinks; 
they are cheaper than in my home country). Bus and 
trolleybus tickets are 7 times more expensive in Latvia 
comparing with Kyrgyzstan, and petrol price is twice 
higher here. 
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I learnt that people in Latvia like beer. Beer here is very 
tasty and different from Kyrgyzstan’s one. I also like 
beer in Latvia. 

I thought that Latvians like singing national songs and 
dancing national dances. But I have not seen Latvian 
dances yet and have not heard any Latvian traditional 
music so far. So maybe it is not true. 

abouT The uNiversiTy: SSE has a very specific and 
unique educational system and culture. SSE is different 
from any European and Western schools.  Educational 
curriculum is different. I think it is very effective and 
motivating. The school itself has a lot of international 
students.  Students are very friendly and always willing 
to help if someone does not understand something in 
lectures. 

sse rigaNiaNs say abouT kyrgyZsTaN ThaT...

... iN kyrgyZsTaN everyoNe Crosses sTreeTs oN The 

red lighT (agreed 9 ouT of 22):

aNsWer: Actually crossing the street on the red 
light is something illegal and dangerous. But yes, 
some people do that. If there are no cars and you 
do not have time, then why not???

... every kyrgyZ family oWNs a CoW or a sheep 
(agreed 7 ouT of 22): 

aNsWer: It is not true. Of course, in rural regions 
people have small farms, but not in cities.

... iN kyrgyZsTaN Camels are everyWhere 
(agreed 2 ouT of 22): 

aNsWer: Camels???? Camels live in deserts. 
Kyrgyzstan is a mountainous country, there are no 
deserts.

I was sure that all Latvians are massive Vodka drinkers. 
Not true! Latvians are more into beer.

Latvians hate Swedes since SwedBank messed up. 
Also not true. You guys have all been very friendly!

Only young people speak English.True, the majority of 
the older generation in Latvia does not speak English.

Latvia is more like Russia. Not true. I have learnt a 
lot about Latvian culture and history. Latvia is more 
like a western country than I initially believed, mainly 
influenced by American culture. I see many similarities 
to Sweden as well!

sse rigaNiaNs say abouT sWedeN ThaT...

... sWedes buy oNly ikea furNiTure (agreed 9 
ouT of 22): 

aNsWer: Ha-ha! Yeah, that’s basically true. I don’t 
think I have ever been in a house or apartment 
that does not have something from IKEA.

... every sWedish family oWNs a small red house 
WiTh WhiTe edges aNd a lake Nearby (agreed 7 
ouT of 22): 

aNsWer: The red houses with white edges have its 
origin from a small town named Falun, which also 
has given the name to the red colour: Falu rödfärg. 
The colour has been used since the 14th century; 
it became really popular as it is was cheep and 
preserved the wood. It is now more a traditional 
colour, commonly used on wooded houses all over 
Sweden. So it is indeed very common, and most 
families that live in major cities own a summer 
house. The most idyllic Swedish summer houses 
are painted with Falu Rödfärg and located near 
a lake. A perfect place to celebrate midsummer’s 
eve!

... say sWedes are overCauTious abouT The 
eNviroNmeNT (agreed 15 ouT of 22):

aNsWer: I have never heard this one before. I 
wouldn’t say overcautious, simply more aware 
about the situation. I live in Stockholm, which is one 
of the cleanest cities in the world. This is an image 
that all the Swedes want to preserve, so people 
always try to keep the nature clean through laws, 
recycling, picking the litter up afterthemselves.

sWedish sTudeNT:

aNToN muhrbeCk:

I thought that Latvians, 
Estonians and 
Lithuanians all speak 
the same or a similar 
language, which is 
basically the same as 
Russian. Well, I guess 
we all know that it is not 
true. However, Latvian 
sometimes sounds a 
lot like Finish.
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Old Riga is full of nice places which may be not so 
well-known as Shot Café or French Bar but are 
still worth visiting. We decided to tell you about 
such an interesting and probably unknown place 
in each Insider issue. This time it will be Amelie 
Café. The name has nothing to do with famous 
Amelie Poulain from the film, but inside you will 
definitely feel the French charm, as the furniture, 
music, a handsome and friendly bartender unite 
all the small details needed to imagine yourself 
somewhere on Montmartre. 

The place is small yet has two floors. Spiral 
wooden stairs lead you to the second floor. It 
is very cozy, with non-standard different colorful 
lamps and hand-made serviettes on the tables. 
Four tables of various sizes are accompanied 
by quaint chairs and sofas. There are two big 
antique bookcases, offering you books and 
magazines in different languages. Being here, 
you get a feeling that you are not in a public 
place, but in your own apartment, drinking 
coffee, sitting near the window, thinking about 
your plans, and watching people down there.  

If the second floor can be compared with a living 
room of a small apartment in the centre of Paris, 
then the first floor looks more like a kitchen. There 
are two tables; on massive wooden shelves you 
will find various porcelain kitchenware and table-
cloths which are made for sale by the owner of 
the café. Some bijouterie is also present there, 
for instance, tastefully made earrings, bracelets, 
and scarves. 

A massive counter is full of small dishes with 
different cookies and tea and coffee tins. There 
is also a good choice of mouth-watering cakes. 

Amelie is a perfect place for a chat with an old 
friend whom you have not seen for a long time 
and now want to hear all the news and gossip. It 
also suits you if you are tired of study pressure 
and want to have a cup of coffee and gather 
your thoughts. Boys, if you bring your girlfriend 
here, she will probably remember this date as 
“the most romantic” :). 

The place is in the Old Town, Zirgu iela 7, right 
behind the Black Cat House. Opened Monday 
to Thursday 11-20, Friday 11-22. Closed on 
Sunday. 

amelie café

filmS to come

Jekaterina Kolbina

On March 23rd we are going to watch a highly stylish 
flick — Requiem for a Dream by Darren Aranofsky 
(Pi, The Fountain, The Wrestler). It is a bleak story 
about the world of drugs told from the perspective 
of four addicted people. Without a doubt, it is a film 
that everyone should see at least once, and I’m very 
happy that it received the highest number of your 
votes.

We need to watch something positive as well, right? 
How about The Wizard of Oz on April 6th? At least 
once a month we will watch a must-see classic film, 
and The Wizard of Oz musical is one of them.

Finally, on 13th of April we are going to watch Coffee 
and Cigarettes. It is a collection of quirky and witty 
shorts shot by Jim Jarmusch within 17 years (from 
1986 till 2003) with some great actors and artists 
starring: Steve Buscemi, Cate Blanchett, Bill Murray, 
Alfred Molina, Steve Coogan, Roberto Benigni, and 
Tom Waits with Iggy Pop.

A week later — Guy Ritchie’s time! We have watched 
his second feature Snatch. Now it’s time to watch the 
first one — Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels. 
This cult film is about  gangsters, drug dealers, guns, 
money and three card poker. And it’s incredibly funny 
if you don’t mind swearing.

Sergejs Musatovs

relax
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They say ThaT if a reporT has been wriTTen by 
Vairis, iT should haVe a dicTionary as an appendix.

They say ThaT loVe is in The air :) of sse riga!

They say our local macho hasn’T had sex since lasT 
year.

They say laurynas (y1) seeks escape from The 
o&m course in deep peneTraTion.

They say ThaT drunkenness makes a person leT ouT 
The TruTh. ThaT’s why mariT is The mosT honesT girl 
in The world.

They say ThaT Jelena g. (y1) doesn’T go To parTies 
because she is afraid To kill someone wiTh her 
capoeira combaT moVes.

They say ThaT phrase “you’re kyzas” gradually 
goT raTher delicaTe meaning.

They say ThaT some macro Tas are sTill in The 
finance mood :)

They say ThaT bloody ValenTine was a blasT!!!! 
if They say ThaT The mosT beauTiful girls come from 
laTVia... our girls wearing Those red hoT dresses 
in The parTy proVed ThaT The besT ones are aT 
sse riga!

They say ThaT The sa should make a corner in Their 
room wiTh an elecTronic keTTle and a microwaVe 
for sse sTudenTs! =) or arrange a small room 
wiTh ThaT!

They say 1liT losT againsT 3liT in baskeTball :) 
keep on working on proJecTs ;)

They say edgaras nebekrusas

They say rapolas doesn’T drink any more

They say ThaT if greece is noT The faVoriTe choice 
for nexT year erasmus, paulius & karolis are 
going To resign..

They say ŽybarTas (y1) would really like To 
serVe in The russian army :)

They say ThaT Vadims (y1) made an exchange 
sTudenT weT during The break. she had To sTay 
45 minuTes ThaT way and didn’T seem happy 
abouT ThaT... finish your Job nexT Time, boy!

They say ThaT om exam is so exciTing ThaT 
people manage To fall asleep during iT

They say ThaT if danes had 1 billion people 
They would show us some real gdp

They say ThaT finance is Tough in whicheVer 
posiTion...no maTTer wheTher you Try To do iT 
in The siTTing posiTion or lying.

They say ThaT This year, for y2 girls, spring 
and loVing mood came early, wiTh firsT bonds 
lecTure in finance.

They kinda say There is a kinda girl in y1, 
kinda.. kinda.

They say ThaT eVenTually eVeryThing comes 
back To you.

They say ThaT by hacking adminisTraTion’s 
inTra-neT iT is now known ThaT more Than 50 
% of your grades are generaTed by a random 
number generaTor...

They say debTor is noT a human being

They say sse riga finance: beTTer To solVe iT 
a Thousand Times Than To see iT once...

They say ThaT macro Team no. 15 - The 
ulTimaTe dream Team!

They say ThaT eVery descripTion of an sse parTy 
sTarTs wiTh “well, as far as i remember...”

They say ThaT bonds Ta says: “if you diVide 
money by money, you geT number.” 

goSSip*
*  WArnnG. THIS PAGE CONTAInS MATERIAL WHICH SOME READErS MAY FInD 
OFFEnSIVE. THE InSIDER TEAM DOES NOT TAKE RESPOnSIBILLITY OF THE CONTENT 
ApPEARInG HERE AnD THE ACTIOnS THAT MIGHT HApPEN bETWEEN InDIvIDuALS 
AFTER READInG THE GOSSIP PAGE. IF YOU FEEL THAT YOU COULD bE OFFEnDED IN 
AnY WAY, SKIP THIS PAGE. AnD REMEMbER , THIS IS jUST FOR FUN ;)
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They say ThaT They say whaT oThers say, so 
iT seems ThaT They say whaT They don’T say...

They say zemgus wanTs To go To Jail To 
become a real man.

They say ThaT The new iT.com is so inVisibly 
helpful ThaT he’s like air - you can’T see him 
buT you know he exisTs.

They say ThaT if god blesses you, ThaT doesn’T 
mean There isn’T anoTher sneeze coming.

They say ThaT The demand for alcohol will 
increase dramaTically in The maxima on 
pulkVeza breza sTreeT when finance ends.

They say ThaT eVen gmail knows where To 
puT The resulTs of rm assignmenTs - To spam 
folder.

They say ThaT VlslaV (y1) is a cloned copy of 
paVel berezoVskis.

They say ThaT marTins liberTs and marTins 
Veiss adopTed Vladimirs zloTnikoVs. 

They say ThaT eVen a Trip To rimi can make a 
day for year 2’s :d 

There is a silence among year 2’s if you ask Them: 
“whaT’s happening?”

They say There is a serial killer somewhere in 
sser....

They say ThaT fe doesn’T kill people. i kill people. 
so geT back To work!

They say ThaT eVen Vairis is sexy in The summer!!!!

they Say fe iS...
The besT and The ToughesT Thing aT The same 
Time!

The mosT awesome course! and iT kicks your 
ass Too

inspiring and moTiVaTing

exTremely inTeresTing

demanding...

iT’s all abouT high qualiTy. simply The besT 
course aT sse riga

iT giVes you many opporTuniTies buT also limiTs 
you somehow

we lisTened To inTeresTing sTories abouT 
peTer’s life and also inTeresTing sTories Told 
by sse riga graduaTes

challenging!

finance is for life 

useless amounT of work and small amounT of Time

long! painful! hard!

no sleep...

working 80 h per week... no commenTs

iT was an incredibly inTeresTing experience

before finance, you don’T really know whaT 
happiness is. buT afTer iT ended, you look aT The 
sunshine, spring coming To laTVia, and anThropology 
being a Very nice and easy course... you know whaT 
happiness is :-)

i Think iTs difficulTy is exaggeraTed

photo of the month
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